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Night of the Living Fallacy 

 
False Cause  (Post hoc ergo propter hoc and Pro causa non causa) 

Personal Attack -Abusive (Argumentum ad hominem) 

Personal Attack - Circumstantial  (Argumentum ad hominem) 

Either/Or 

Equivocation 

Bandwagon (Argumentum ad populum) 

 

1. Make up your mind.  Are you for me or against me? 

 

2. That law must not be passed.  It discriminates against all of us honest wage earners in this 

state. 

 

3. I’m sure all people will agree that man has the most highly developed brain in the animal 

kingdom.  Since Mary Lou of course is not a man, it stands to reason that she should not 

be given a job that requires intelligence. 

 

4. The decision is a simple one for you to make.  If you really love me, you’ll take me to the 

movies this Saturday. 

 

5. Why should we even consider his proposal for ending the dispute?  Everyone knows he 

spent two years in a reformatory. 

 

6. I’ll never eat asparagus again.  I had two big helpings for dinner last night and was up 

until three this morning with a violent stomach-ache. 

 

7. How can we hope to find justice in our courts?  After all the judges are the big guys and 

we’re just the ordinary folk. 

 

8. Did you see Fred’s report card last marking period?  Straight A’s!  That’s not hard to 

figure; his father was elected to the Board of Education two months ago. 

 

9. It is obvious that James is trying to subvert the agreement between the union and the 

management.  We shouldn’t allow a subversive to be our representative in the union. 

 

10. Ironically enough, those shots bring on colds rather than keep them away.  Only two 

weeks after I had my first shot, I came down with the worst cold I’ve ever had. 

 

11. I wouldn’t think of shopping in that store.  Everyone knows that the manager is 

completely immoral. 

 

12. The answer is obvious; we must accept him as our leader.  Otherwise, we’ll have to 

muddle through without anyone in charge. 

 

13. Social club (fraternity or sorority) membership is based not on exclusiveness and 

snobbery, but on democratic feelings and attitudes.  For example, the boys in Beta Chi go 



to the same parties and have the same interests and tastes.  They all have these things in 

common.  They’re common men, just like you. 

 

14. Students should be allowed to color their hair and dress as they please.  If a person isn’t 

able to express himself freely in small matters of personal taste, then his more basic 

freedoms of expression will be lost. 

 

15. Sue Allen shouldn’t be elected class president.  We boys should make sure that she isn’t 

elected.  She’s just like the rest of these women, trying to run things and boss men 

around.  We should go back to the good old days when women knew their place and men 

wore the pants in the home. 

 

16. The victories of the United States in both World War I and World War II were followed 

by periods of disillusionment.  Clearly, national military victories cause widespread 

national disillusionment. 

 

17. I must say there is something ironic in our spending tax dollars for public colleges and 

universities that seem to encourage student protest.  Did you see the television films of 

the student demonstration about free speech at Euphoria State?  I never say a bunch of 

punks in my life.  Most of them are pinheads with their tattoos and camouflage pants.  

Students who demonstrate like that are only trying to get a little attention for themselves.  

Who would respect what they have to say about free speech?   

 

18. I really can’t see why you insist on my coming in before one o’clock on weekends.  This 

idea of a curfew is out of date nowadays, and I honestly have never thought of you two as 

old-fashioned.  I know something about the parents of the kids I go with, and all of them 

are modern enough to simply suggest a certain time for a certain occasion.  After all, this 

is not the twentieth century. 

 

19. Two politicians are to appear on TV in a debate on foreign policy.  Before the debate one 

of them discovers that his opponent was once questioned about his frequent European 

“junkets.”  During the debate he uses this incident to attack his opponent on the issue of 

“excessive and inappropriate spending of government funds.” 

 

20. It gives me great pleasure to look out and see so many sensitive and refined faces.  I 

judge you to be an audience well above average in cultural and intelligence.  And this 

knowledge makes me confident that the words of the immortal Shakespeare will be well 

received. 

 

21. Bumper Sticker: America- Love It or Leave It! 

 

22. Glamour magazine cover: Violence in men: Is it them?  Or their hormones? 

 

23. It is reported that when Socrates was condemned to death his wife cried out, “Those 

wretched judges have condemned him to death unjustly!”  To which Socrates is said to 

have replied, “Would you really prefer that I were justly condemned?” 


